Things I need to remember: Reception only
*Children will be working inside and out each day so please ensure*
they are suitably dressed for the weather.
Monday
Reading Book and Record
Return Homework
Show and Tell: Bring something interesting
from home to tell us about.

Tuesday
Wednesday

Thursday
Friday

Reading Book and Record
PE Kit
Reading Book and Record
(Morning) Music Time! Singing with Mr
Sparks
Reading Book and Record
Reading Book and Record

Homework: Reception Children

Castle View Primary

Wherever Next?
In the sky

Homework will be sent out on a Monday and needs to be returned
the following Monday - this will be phonics based homework.
Reading - Reading books can be changed every day, if they have been read.
Just pop them in the basket in the receptions room.
Children who read to someone at home 3 times per week
will earn a Castle Coin and 5 times per week with receive 2 Castle Coins

Please record in reading record all reading in their reading record.
Children will also bring home their sounds and tricky words to practise,
Please help them to learn these (both reading and writing) as this
will help them to progress faster in their reading and writing

Little Explorers
Teacher: Miss Wilton
Teaching Assistants: Mrs Jamieson, Miss Sharkey,
Mrs Taylor and Miss Parsley

Physical Development (PE)
-

Throwing and catching a large ball
- Balancing
- Holding a pencil using a tripod grip
- Putting on PE kit and uniform independently
- To follow the safety instructions for using
equipment
- Travelling over and under
- using the correct letter formation
-

Communication and Language

Expressive Arts and Design
(Art, D&T and Music)
- Making a star that twinkles
- Using different textures to create a moon
- Creating a spacesuit ready to travel into space
- Designing and creating own Underpants for the
Aliens
- Creating simple representation of an alien
- Decorating rocket biscuits with a chosen design

Whatever Next?

Literacy (Reading and Writing)
- Phonics – Reception children will learn a new
sound each day – reading and writing
- Letter of the week – Nursery children –
s,a,t,p,I,n,m
- Topic related books we will be sharing –
Twinkle Twinkle Little Star, Papa Please get the
moon, Q Pootle 5, Aliens Love Underpants,
Aliens Love Underpants Save the World, Roaring
Rockets.
- Reception – Name writing, Label Writing,
Letter formation and Word writing through
segmenting sounds.

(Speaking and Listening)
- Learning new words through play and stories
- Building a wider vocabulary through play
- Answering who, where and why questions.
- Learning the names of different planets
- Adding narrative to my play
- Listening with increase attention

What our topic will end with:
The Creation of our own
rocket biscuits.

Mathematics
PSED (Personal, Social and emotional
Development)
- Separating from main carer with support
- Selecting resources independently
- Following rules and routines
- Taking turns
- Working with others
- Saying ‘please’; and ‘thank you’

- Recognising numerals to 10
- Writing numerals to 10
- Counting to 10 and beyond
- Using shapes to create pictures – including name
simple shapes
- Used and recognise Numicon pieces (Numicon is
a maths resources that can be used in lots of
different ways once children recognise the
different pieces and their values)
- Completing jigsaws of different sizes

Understanding of the World
(History, Geography, RE, ICT)
- Understanding where and when stars can be
found as well as describing them
- Understanding how the moon changes
- To know what planets are and some of their
names
- Using drawing programs on the iPads and
computers
- Creating a tea party set up for the Aliens
- Baking rocket biscuits – measuring the
ingredients, mixing, observing the change to the
ingredients

Writing in Bold – Reception only

